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Abstract. The effects of blast on biological tissue are documented for some organ systems such as the lung. In the central nervous system (CNS) the mechanism of CNS injury following blast wave is unclear. For example is there a selective effect of blast on varying brain region or white matter bundles. The effect of blast on traumatic brain injury (TBI) has come into particular focus with the Global War on Terror and Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom where TBI has become known as the signature injury of these conflicts. The reason for the prominence of TBI in these particular conflicts as opposed to others is unclear but may result from the increased survivability of blast due to improvements in body armor. In the current series of articles in the Journal some developments of current research concepts in relation to military traumatic brain injury (TBI) are highlighted together with many remaining unsolved questions.

The effect of blast in relation to traumatic brain injury (TBI) has been described following the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan probably due to the asymmetrical nature of the conflicts and the extensive use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs). Understanding this mechanism of injury and its clinical implications compared to other mechanisms of injury such as acceleration-deceleration impact has become an important question in the care of our service members and veterans.

Blast may be defined as an explosion in the atmosphere characterized by the release of energy in such a short period of time and within such a small volume resulting in the creation of a non-linear shock and pressure wave of finite amplitude, spreading from the source of the explosion. The energy radiating from a conventional blast can be chemical, electrical, thermal and kinetic or pressure energy. This is seen in Fig. 1 where the kinetic energy associated with fragments results in their expulsion in front of the shock wavefront. The ‘ideal case’ of a blast pressure wave is the Friedlander waveform with a rapid rise-time to the peak positive pressure above atmospheric, the overpressure followed by an exponential pressure fall-off together with a relatively prolonged sub-atmospheric underpressure. Typically the time scale of the total explosive pressure event is tens of milliseconds. The prolonged underpressure component of the pressure waveform may exceed the critical tensile strength of the fluid component of a tissue allowing the development of cavitation.

Blast injury is categorized as primary where injury is related to the shock-wave overpressure and under-pressure, secondary where the injury results from blast-associated fragments or shrapnel, tertiary where injury occurs secondary to falling debris or throwing of the dismounted soldier or vehicle, and quaternary where injury develops from a variety of physical processes associated with explosive detonation such as thermal, toxic detonation products. Quinary effects are sometimes included and refer to the environmental hazard remaining after an explosive detonation. The peak over-pressure is most simply dependent on the distance from the blast source but approximately scales according to the standoff distance divided by the cube root of the...
Fig. 1. The total energy conversion from detonation of an explosive charge resulting in kinetic energy of fragments ($K$), and a shock adiabat ($U_f$) together with excess thermal, chemical and electromagnetic pulses (EM). The shock wave and the associated blast wind are responsible for primary blast injury.

Explosives detonation results in the formation of a detonation wave of altering chemical composition with the rapid formation of a propagated, nonlinear shockwave representing a large discontinuous increase in pressure, temperature and density in the gas flow. The propagation of the shockwave results in a 3D complex flow field that is altered by ambient conditions and environmental boundaries. This may result in multiple wave reflections and potentially pressure field intensification up to eightfold. A simulated propagation of a blast wave interaction through the brain with a bio-fidelic head model based on advanced computer modeling has been recently described [5].

The blast waveform can be regarded as a combination of compressive and tensile components that impose a stress on the tissue in a manner that is dependent on the strain rate together with the constitutive properties of the tissue. This combined with the potential for CNS injury from ballistic fragment, acceleration-deceleration impact injury as well as chemical, ther-
mal and electromagnetic radiation results in a highly complex problem where dominating effects become difficult to parse in terms of their biological effects on the CNS. Future analyses may consider the potential for combined and synergistic effects of some of these contributing etiological factors associated with a blast explosion. Furthermore, a significant amount of combat traumatic brain injuries associated with blast as a contributing component has the added complexity of having more than one mechanism of injury often with the blast component combined with acceleration-deceleration impact or fragment injury. This combination has been referred to as “blast-plus” injuries.

There is a great deal of ongoing work to better understand the clinical correlation of blast across the entire continuum of care. This special issue includes contributions from a variety of investigators affiliated with the Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC), a congressionally mandated collaboration between the Department of Defense and the Department of Veterans Affairs spanning across more than 17 sites. The primary missions of the DVBIC include collaborating on clinical care, research, and education for our service members and veterans with TBI. These articles includes considerations of these clinical correlations in the context of screening and understanding comorbidities such as sensory impairment and psychological syndromes. There are articles addressing a variety of aspects of management of these patients to include neurorehabilitation models, community monitoring, and driving assessment. The results of an important Department of Defense consensus conference on cognitive rehabilitation for this patient population is included.

Our understanding of blast has been advanced by ongoing partnerships and collaborations between government and civilian partners. It is expected that these advances will also have application and benefit for the civilian TBI population. It is imperative that as we advance our understanding of blast, we are able to rapidly translate this knowledge to the direct care and improved outcomes of our service members and veterans. They deserve nothing less.
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